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This paper considera the sociological dimensions of agricultural 
policy within the African sugar industry.      Its starting point i« tha 

assumption that tha fon and contant of tao raw aatarial supply syst «a - 

that is, tha growing of sugar cane - ara integral aspects of sugar 

technology.      Technical and acoaoaic decisione with rsgard to acala and 

methods in tha processing phasa ara intimataly linked to dacia ions about 

how to sacura tha requisita quality   and quantity of cana from tha araa 

in which a factory is sitad.      Proa tbia it follows that tha waya in which 

tha industry relatas to tha land and population which sustain it constitute 

a crucial alaaant in technology aasassaaat. 

Tha core of thia di ecu as ion is a comparison between peasant and 

plantation (astata) agricultura in the production of sugar cane.    (In tha 

currant terminology of the ausar industry, paaaant producer a ara commonly 

known as "outgrowers".)     There are two elements in the comparison.   The 

firat of these is essentially technical, and concerns the potential for 

maximising productivity per unit of land and enauring a ataady aupply of 

cana- to tha factory.     The second is situational, and daala with the 

compatibility of each type of organisation with the specific environment 

in which the industry must operata.1      Eera tha analysis of compatibility 

focuses on socio-economic and institutional phenomena, and thereby contributaa 

to a determination of environmental soundneaa and appropriateness for tha 

agricultural component of the sugar industry in Africa. 

It must be emphaaised that tha paaaant/outgrower mode of production, 

aa analysed in this paper, doae not include large-scale, privately owned 

farms.     Although such unita exiet in certain areas, they are assumed to be 

outside tha mainstream of rural development planning in Africa to-day. Tha 

dominant thrust of agricultural policy ia towards a redistribution of 

incomes and a broadening of opportunities for the poorest members of rural 

communities.     Zn this respect the central question to be addressed hare is 

whether from a development point of view theee goals ara batter served through 

mass participation in the sugar industry as wage laborera or eaneS•""! that 
is, as proletarians or aa producers.2 

é 
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*•    A M00*1 p.f gape ¡Supply Systems 

In the production of sugar can« a serlas of operations taust b« 

performed, but th« techniques used may vary according to th? scale of production 

Mid thé sode of agricultural organization»    The design of a cane  supply syst «a 

for • given area end a given milling capacity Involves several choices.    In 

relation to overall rural development planning, the crucial questions In the 

deelgn process concern th« degree of mechanization, the proportion of cane 

to 'be grown on a central plantantlon, and the proportion of the total land areas 

committed to sugar cane.   Figure I provides a representation of possible combinations, 

with a vertical axis indicating the extent of plentention-bessd cultivation, and 

a horlsontel exis showing the degree of mechanization* 

Interpreting the vertical component is a strslghtforward matten    the 

points on the seel« Indicete the percentage of total cane tonnage produced 

on e factory-owned or managed estete*   For the horizontal component, a simplified 

Interval scale from 0 to 4 is employed*   A score of 1 is assigned for each 

of the following operations that has been fully mechanlzedi    1) land 

preparation, 2) weeding cultivation, 3) harvesting, end 4) loading and 

transportation of cane to the mill«   Thus a system in which ell of the above 

operations involved labor-intensive methods would be aoortd Of one im which all 
operetlons except harvesting were performed mechanically would ba scored 3, etc« 

It is possible to draw numerous examples from the sugar Industry 

in various countries, and to plot all of them on this matrix*   Tor the purpose 

of clarity we will restrict ourselves to e few, including those from countries 

in which field data were collected for the UNEP/ÜNIDO projects* 

• In the lower left corner, I indicates the present system 
used most in parts of Indiai 

• In the lower right hand corner, I- Indicates the .type'of cene supply 
3 system currently used in Queensland. Australia! 

• In the upper left hand corner, F shows the type of organisation usad 

in the past by many sugar plantations in the Caribbean region} 
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in the upper right hand corner, S represents the typ« of s y s teat 

introduced Csirly recently into plantation areas where labor  shortages have 

encouraged full mechanization. 

Additionally, the four African countries that have been visited «ay 

be located on the matrix.    As the model is intended to be dynamic, a vector 

is attached to each of the four,  indicating the probable direction of future 

policy with respect to the method and organization of cane production.    The 

coordinates for the two axes appear in parentheses for each country. 

It signifies Ethiopia (100Z, 2.0), where hitherto all cane haa been 

grown on plantations, with land preparation and cane transport fully mechanised. 

Feasant cane growing on either a cooperative or communal basis is to be 

promoted in the future, as the vector indicates;  further mechanisation is 

not planned at present. 

Kg signifias Egypt  (2%,  1.5), where smallholders have produced almost 

all cans; cane transport is dona by rail; and some but not all of the cane 

lane is prepared by tractor.    The vactor represents currant experimentation 

with mechanical planting and harvesting equipment and estate-based cane 

production. 

K signifies Kenya (33X,  2.0).    The percentage of plantation cane varias 

from one project to another within the country, but the vector shows the 

trend in recent projects towards a greater reliance on outgrowers.The degree 

of mechanization is comparable to the Ethiopian situation,  and a "rightward" 

shift en the matrix does not appear likely in the near future. 

G signifies Chana (50Z,  2.0).    The percentage of catate cane given 

hare represents an average between the values of approx. 40% and 60X for the 

two existing vacuum-pan factoriea.    Mechanization corresponds to Ethiopian 

and Kenyan practice, but the vector indicates current interest in mechanical 

harvesting and the possibility of a greater role for estate cane in new projects. 

These examples serve to illustrate the general framework within which 

policy is made, and the effective boundaries of choice for two major policy 

issues.   They do not, however,  indicate whjr specific decisions ara made, and 

the remainder of  this paper examines this subject with reference to the modal 

preaented above. 



II. Plantation Agriculture ; Adtintwi end Limi ut ions 

Fro« a strictly technical viewpoint it is •»»•ntial for a sugar 

factory of any sise to tacuro a reliable supply of cana. To« "solution" 

to this probità» in many partt of tha world vhart tha industry has boon 

iatroducad, hat baan to centralis« control as fully as poasibla ovtr both 

land and labor. Until tha 19th ctntury this approach wee carriad to its 

legièal extreme, with slaves or indentured laborara baing utad within tha 

framework of a "pura" plantation economy .  Historical, economic and 

political forcee effectively destroyed this labor system, and will certainly 

prevent its reconstruction. Nonetheless, plantations have survived in one form 

or another, and in tha cate of tugar cane production they continue to hold 

certain attractions for the procettee . 

In hit comparison of peasant and plantation agriculture. Vettert hat 

argued that the latter hat aeveral intrinsic advantages: 

At a result of itt larger capital resources, larger unit area, 
centralited management, high degree of specialisation and planned 
development, it providet a sounder basis for increasing production. 
It usually hat a greater capital input per acre, adopte rtadily 
the latest research findings, employe advanced technology And tende 
to. rationalité all etaget of production.} 

These features are descriptive of plantation Agriculture in general , 

but in the cate of tugar tha perishability of the crop addi force to the 

argument. 4 common saying within the induttry it that "tugar it made in 

the field, not in the factory": that it to tay, efficient procasting depende 

on an adequati'quality and quantity of cane arriving at the factory gate 

precisely when required. Tha logic of centrally controlled cana production 

holds ttroag appeal for planners concerned with the viability of large-scale 

projecta. Because vaat amounts of capital are to be invested in such projects, 

the potsibility of underutilised cepacity due to shortages of cane it conceived 

at a ferions threat. Joint management of factory and plantation - tha "land- 

end-factory combine", at it it some timet described - it advocated by tome 

multinational firms in tha induttry at an answer to thit potential difficulty. 

Ime theoretical advantages of the plantation are not the tole concern 

of tha policy-maker, however, for ha mutt alto assess itt compatibility with 

the total situation in which it it to operate. Thit point wat emphasised 

by Hatters in hit discussion of tha Fijian sugar industry, where he identified 
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•oeial, cultural and political factors promoting rasi stanca to plantation 

agricultura, In tha form of a vigorous smallholder syst««.    Tha point la 

equally ralavant to tha futura prospects of tha augar industry in Africa, 

bacauaa it embodies a concern with eocio«economic appropriatala as* 

In present-day conditions tha availability of land la a oruoial 

eonaldaratlon in tha possible establishment of a now plantation.   Virtually 

nowhere in Africa can land ba considered a "fraa goodM, aa it was in tha 

aarly phase of laperlallst expansion end colonisation in «astern Hemisphäre. 

logas Thompson, a sociologist who has written extensively on tha subject of 

plantations, described them as "institutions of settlement" in their initial 

atagaa, and other students of Caribbean and New World societies have uaad tha 
6 •ama classification.     Sugar plantations vara craatad in aituatlons of 

wopan resources'* , where land could be claimed or conquered relatively 

easily, and than populated by immigrant groupa of plantera on tha one hand, 

and slaves, or Indentured labourers on the other.   These conditions clearly 

do not apply to contemporary Africa, however. 

Ita may consider two scenarios for land acquisition which are fairly 

typical In African countries, and which contrast with tha "open reeourca" 

setting, of tha classical New World plantations.    In either type of African 

ecosystem, the Introduction of a major agro-lnduetrial project is certain 

to hava complex and far-reaching effects. 

Za situation a), cane has to be grown undar irrigation, and tha 

area required for a plantation consists of drylands in semi-arid rlvar valley« 

Tha area has not bean previously cultive ted, but has servad as graslag land 

for tha livestock of paatoral population.    (Though often daacrlbad as 

ñamadle, many such groups have regular, seasonal patterns of migration and 

tha rlvar forma the core of their existence).    Pa storti ism, in this 

situation, represents a long-term adaptation to the ses sona I scarcity of 

water.   Irrigation holds tha promise of altering these conditions, but 

it is directed towards specialised commercial agriculture, and not towards 

tha continuation of paatorallsm.   And yet the latter is tha usual entirely 

understandable preference of the effected population. 

ami 
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Land acquisition may be «straightforward procedure In thi»    typ« 

of »1 tuition, particularly where  the government holds  the power of eminent 

doaaln.    The affected group then faces a difficult choices cither to  try 

to adapt « drier enviroment further away from the river (in which cat« 

pastoral .subsistance beccate s increasingly marginal, and vulnerability to 

drought Is greater), or to abandon pas tora li «m in favor of participation 

in agriculture as wage laborers or as peasant smallholders.     In neither 

ease 1* the transition likely to be smooth, and one may fairly conclude 

that when left to their own device« - as Is usually the cas« - pastoral 

group« become victims rather than beneficiaries of irrigated agricultural 

development projects. 

In situation b), where cane can be grown on a rainfad basis, land 

acquisition poses a different set of problems.    Usually It 1« long-established 

sedentary agriculturalists whose land is needed.    Depending on the density 

of population and the prevailing system of land  tenure,  it 1« posssible in 

theory to find new settlement sites outside the alienated area, allowing th« 

affected landholders to continue farming activities.    Varying kinds of 

compansatlon may b« offered, including alternativ« land for settlement, 

cash payments, or a combination of  the two.   The financial costs of such 

direct compensation may be included in th« budget for a new sugar project, 

or «my be born« by the government of  the couatry concerned. 

Proa th« vantage point of plantation and factory managers it is th« 

evacuation of the land that matters most.    Yet the process of resettlement 

tends to be far nore complex in practice  than in theory.    Even where compensation 

has been relatively generous, relocation,  obtaining rights over new land, 

and setting up new homesteads pose serious difficulties for many families« 

The experience has   rapercuseionsbeyond  the immediate sphere of land tenure, 

for it disrupts existing patterns of reciprocity and social Interaction 

between neighbors and kinsmen, and these are   not, easily recreated in n«w 

sorroundings, «specially when previously neighboring households h«v« b««n 

separated in, the cours« of resettlement.    Moreover,   the successful resumption 

of   economic roles is by no means automatic, particularly for marginal peasant 

farmers. 



The coning of   the sugar industry changes   their entire  social and economic 

environment.    Like everyone else,   they must try  to fit themsel *es into new 

•ystems of relationships,  yet the experience of displacement and  resettle- 

ment hinders  their efforts  to adapt. 

The case of  the Mumias sugar project in Western Kenya provides an 

Illustration of  the problem associated with situation b).    A detailed study 

of  the land acquisition for  the project was carried out by  the author in 

1974,  prior  to  the current UNE P/UN IDO study.    Cash compensation had been 

paid  to approximately 1,000 family heads who were    former registered  (freehold) 

owners of land acquired for  the nucleus estate of  the Mumias Sugar Company, Ltd. 

Date from a sample of 19b displaced  landholders revealed  that in  the absence 

of e specific policy to assist resettlement, cash compensation for land and 

crops  tended   to be rapidly exhausted.    Although virtually everyone  in  the sample 

had Invested  In new plots of  land,   rights of ownership had been secured    by only 

17% fully  two years after moving.    This effectively excluded  the  remaining 03% 

from participation in  the company's ou tg rower s program,  and  thus from the 

benefits of    higher    Income accruing to peasant cane growers.    (The  results of 

the Mumias resettlement study will be presented in greater detail  in  the final 

report of  the U. ¿P/UNIDO study.    Here 1'   may be tcmarked  that the comparatively 

generous amount paid in compensation   afforded  the opportunity  to study a 

"best case",   in which inability to pay for new land was not a factor). 

What Is common to both situations is the Involuntary nature of 

dlsplacc.ncnt.    A plantation is by definition a consolidated land unit, so 

evacuation by its prior Inhabitants becomes a necessity, not an option. 

Increasingly,  African governments have  taken    cognizance of  the problems 

arising from  the enforced displacement of human populations.    Assessment of 

the  true "social cost" of  land alienation, as we have argued,  is a complex 

exercise involving a range of phenomena, not all of which are quantifiable. 

While calculations based only on a  theoretical replacement cost for land 

convey the illusion of simplicity,   they are reductionist and may actually 

mislead  the policy-maker.     It is no accident that the advocates of "feasibility" 

for mejor projects who offer such calculations tend to be far removed frum 

direct responsibility for resettling large rural populations. 
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In  the light of actual experience with such programs,  many governments 

are now reluctant to set aside land for   new   plantations. Thus situational 

constraints outweigh  the purely  technical justifications for reproducing 

the plantation system in African conditions. 

The labor requirements of plantation agriculture are another 

disensión of  .the. situation.    Several general characteristics may b« 

enumerated which bear directly or indirectly on policy for the sugar industry 

in both existing and future projects: 
1) Pegimmtation:     to the extent that field operations are labor- 

intensive»   they  tend   to require constant,  close supervision.    Thompson 

characterized  this as "military agriculture",    while R.T. Smith portrayed 

the plantation as/"bureaucratically organised system in which whole blocks of 

people are treated as unit*; and marched  through a set of regimentation 
9 

under the surveillance of the small  supervisory staff." 
2) Start's and C^ass Differentiation:     the   typical plantation has a 

clear-cut system of stratification,  and  the institutional structure serves 

to maintain a high degree of  social distance between wage workers and the 

managerial elite.    Describing a large sugar asute in Janaica, G. E. Cumper 

«rotai 
The mobility between different    levels of   the system is 
slight, and   tie authority system therefore  tends   to be 
reinforced by a rigid  system of  status which extends outside 
the economic area of   the worker's life the  tendency 

to give central housing  to skilled and  supervisory workers 
produces a  roughly concentric distribution by authority and 
economic level, which reinforces  the status system by 
giving it visible expression.10 

Racial segregation (  a     legacy of  slavery,  and one of   the lynchpins 

of colonial society and economy)  was another attribute of  the plantation 

system.    Legal measures taken by most Third World governments have eliminated 

tills attribute, but the hierarchy of stratification has  tended  to remain intact« 

3) Incoine and Purchasing Power:    Wage rates for unskilled field 

laborers are generally fixed on a piece-work or task basis.    Unionization 

provides a basis for periodic negotiations leading to marginal increases 

in these rates, but real incomes are likely  to remain static,  if  they do not 

actually decline, in & population wholly dependent on wages fron this type 

of employment.    On such a plantation community in Puerto Rico was described by 

the anthropologist Sidney Mints as: 
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almost uniformly landless,  propertyless  un the sens« 
of income-producing property), wage earning, store 
buying and corporately employed.    Theydiffer little In 
their recourees and share an Inability to change 
fundamentally their economic resources and share an 
inability to change fundamentally their status. 11 

4)    goasonalltyi   The demand for unskilled labour on 

cana plantations varias with the length of the harvesting milling 

i»   Typically the off-season, or "dead season", as it is known 

throughout the Caribbean, Is a time of hardship for casual and seasonal 

workers in the sugar industry*   They must find alternative means of 

subsistence, either on smallholdings, If they possess land, or in 
12 occupations outside the Industry,     or (conveniently,  from the industry's 

peint of view) if they are temporary migrants they n»*y bo repatriated to 

distant heme areas until the next season comencé s. 

The fact that these characteristics arc mutually reinforcing 

serves to explain an apparent paradox In plantation agricultures    namely, 

its vulnerability to "labour shortage" even when operating in a labour- 

surplus economy.    It Is suggested here that the nature of the plantation1« 

social and economic organisation generates resistance and an active 

preference for alternative means of subsistence that objectively exist. 

Thompson Identified the 'tost insistent problem" of plaatation-based 

agriculture as follows:    the institution Is "full of people who, in spite 

of »11 rules, regulations, punishments and rewards insist upon 

behaving like human beings".      Clearly a calculation of opportunity 

costs for labour In this model of agriculture must encompass non-monetary 

criteria, for the acceptance or rejection of employment at a given wage 

rate will be influenced by job and statua mobility, perceptions of relativ« 

deprivation, the scope for individual expression in the work to be 

performed, and related factors.   The cumulative impact of the characteristics 

listed above makes it difficult for plantations to compete with alternativ« 

types of employment, even whore the latter offer lesser monetary rewards 

to the labourer. 
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Manual harvesting of cane, which In theory ha«  the grastest capacity to 

absorb surplus labor,  Is consistently faced with the greatest probi COM 

In recruiting sufficient manpower. 

III.   The Role and Significance of Outgrows is 

At an alternative to plantation systems, tie aay consider the prospects 

for ou tg rower cane production in contemporary African conditions.    Her« the 

difficulties associated with the introduction of what is usually a new cash 

crop cannot be minimised.    Vide variability, in performance by small-sesia 

producers (as measured in yields per hectare or in net Incorna)  Is  to be 

anticipated, as compared with the predictable uniformity of centrally-managed 

estates.    The dispersal of cane growing onto small, non-contiguous unit« of 

land represents a step-    towards  the devolution of economic power, but this 

justification Is situational -  that is to say,  it embodies a particular trend 

in rural development policy - rather than technical.    In the latter regard,   the 

smallholding Is comparatively less promising as a vehicle for increasing 

productivity.    Unlike  the plantation, It Is not ordinarily run as a business 

ventura devoted to the accumulation of capital. 

Policy is never made in a '   cuum,  however, aH outgrower system« 

appear to be well suited to a variety of situations, given  the necessary 

commitment on the part of governments.    Not only does the dlsperssl of can« 

growing    not displace the human population inhabiting the area, but it off«n 

them a rola to play (as producers) within the new sugar economy.    In each of 

the following cases small-scale production of auger cane could be actively 

promoted) 

1) where the ala of policy is to retain and s Ubi Use 

existing land tenure arrangements} or 

2) where a land reform programme is being undertaken in- 
volving  the distribution of land previously concentrated 
in large holdings} or 

3)     where new areas (notably through irrigation schemes) 
ara being opened up for set tienen t and agricultural 
utilisation. 

The incidane« of these situations varies considerably from one African country 

to another, with the first probably being the most common.     In all cas««, 

howevtr,  the sain thrust of agricultural development planning is to 
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integrate peasant farmers nor« fully Into the Market economy at producers 

of a cash crop.    The organisational basis on which they participa te in that 

economy «ay take different forms, depending on  the political orientation of 

the goverissent and the institutional structure existing in rural areas. 

Thus cooperative societies,  Individual contracts between growers and 

factories, and comaunuel farming   of siseable blocks of  land have all bean 

deemed appropriate   in specific African settings« 

Sugar cane tends  to be sn especially remunerative crop for the grower 

(whether an individual or group    of peasants farming communally), but only 

Insofar as it is s raw ma Urial destined for a specific market.    Crower and 

processer are necessarily interdependent, and  to some extent their interest« 

come naturally into conflict and must be resolved.    Ferguson»s paper on UM 

Queensland sugar industry considers this question In depth;  some features of the 

African sugar industry, which confronts somewhat different issues, may be 

briefly reviewed here. 

Recently instituted outgrovsr   schemes within large-scale African 

projects have been characterised by tight centralisation and control«    factory - 

oriented cane growing demands comparatively high Investment in the crop, and the 

eppllcetion of '•scientific*' methods, Including e prescribed   number   of weedings 

and  the use of specified    chemical fcrtiliers.    Justifications for close 

supervision reiste to the fee tory* s needsi   the supply of cane from the peasant 

farm sector must be reliable, and to auke it so the mode of cultivation, it 

is argued, should emulate the  techniques developed on plantations.    In this 
become 

framework the successful smallholdings/In effect, "plantation* in miniature", 
14 

to use a phrase coined by Wat Urs for the Fijian sugar «conomy.        An ex- 

tension    service and credit sysum (operaud either by the factory or an 

auxiliary organisation)    may be used to support cane production end further 

reduce uncerUintles st the milling stage.    The Mumias sugar project in 

Ves Urn Kenya provides sn ept illustration of how s lerge vacuum-pan    factory 

can fully utilise capacity - and, Indeed, exceed production targaU - while 

drawing most of lu csne fro« outgrowers. 

In assessing the Implications   of    this pattern'we must distinguish 

between different levels of analysis.   Changes in quanti Utlve indices - for 

example, in the moneUry velue of marketed output - msy be cited as proof 

that factory-dlrecUd agricultural intervention is the surest way to bring 

about susulncd rursl development* 
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Thus in conditions where sugar cane «njoys a comparative advantage 

ovar other crops,  specialisation and commercialisation are treated as 

evidence of a successful "transformation" in peasant agriculture. 

It would seem,  however, that the replication of "plantation in 

miniature" on posant  farms dissipates    he principal developmental advantages 

that the latter normally possess, particularly the capacity for diversification. 

According to Watters,  these may be summarised as followsJ- 

the smallholding is a more flexible unit, being less 
dependent on distant markets and relatively unencumbered 
by large investments in fixed capital equipment.    Moreover, 
it could provide the growing local market with many food and 
industrial crops that are now imported.l5 

The "transformad" smallholding, being dependent on a single crop, does not 

fulfil this potential} on the contrary, it signifies a de facto drift towards 

the monocultura in the cane-producing zone,  even outside the boundaries of 

plantation. 

The normal Justification for Introducing a cash crop lnt0 * paasant 

farming system la that it will provide an Income to supplement subsistance 

production, thereby leading to an improvement in living standards.   The 

difficulty with factory-domina ted cane growing is that it tends to substitute 

a now mode of cultivation for the pre-existing mode.    Typically, the new 

mode includes land preparation by* tractors, improved (heat-treated and 

daseasa-free) aaads, chemical fertilisers, and mechanised transport of the 

harvested crop to the factory gate.    By contrast, the pre-existing technology 

(which in soma instances may even have been applied to "local" varieties of 

cama usad for chewing or processed into syrups), has usually been based on hand 

tillage or ox-plaughlng, limited applications of manure (and these would by no 

moans be universal, since they depend on the ownership of livestock), and ad hoc 

marketing practices.    Yields tend to be low and the proportion of output commi ted 

to the market is small.   With the advent of commercia I ly-orianted cane farming, 

a wide gap quickly appears between the technology and investment applied to 

augar cane and to other crops.    One sector of agriculture proceeds to flourish - 

benefiting from ongoing agromlc research and technical supervision - while 

the other stagnates,    tven when land has beam formally reserved for food crops, 

productivity in the subsistence sector may. actually decline, and planted 

acreages diminish, bacausa other factors of production (particularly labour) 

become lncreaalngly costly and scarce. 
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Evidence from sugar-producing artas  suggests that these problems can arise 

In either of two situations:     1)    where  the size of the    market for cane 

(i.e.   the toil ling capacity of the factory or factories serving  the area) 

remains constant, or 2)    where the demand for cane grows due  to expansion 

of existing mills or the erection of new ones.    (The second situation is now 

much more common, and  the design of most new vacuum pan factories 

explicitly allows for an expanstlon of capacity).    An explanation Is usually 

to be found In  the comparative advantage  that cane enjoys over other crops» 

Theoretical computations which assume that all crops receive comparable 

inputs may be sufficient to demonstrate  this advantage;   In practice, where 

only sugar cane benefits from credit« close supervision,  extension    services. 

a guaranteed market, etc.,   the gap   tends  to be even wider. 

At one level of analysis.  It is possible to argue  that uneven 

change manifested in localised monoculture has the effect of spreading 

benefits to areas outside the cane-growing tone.    Regional interdependence 

would presumably be enhanced  If cash Incomes earned within  the sone were 

partially utilised in purchasing food grown elsewhere.     (In theory,  sugar 

•ones in African countries would be much less isolated from sourcss of food 

than,  for example,  the islands of  the Caribbean or Mauritius.)    Yst two major 

qualifications must be stated here.     In the first place,   this model, which 

presumes a multiplier effect in the expenditure of incoases,  Implies  that 

cash-earning opportunities a*e evenly distributed within  the cane sone in 

Itself.    These conditions would be difficult if not   impossible to satisfy 

in practical  such factors as lawlessness,  the small sis« of ,-holdings, 

infertile soils and poor drainage normally exclude some members of a peasant 

community from participation as outgrowers.   When food has  to be Imported 

at comparatively high prices - and it is worth remarking  that the markups 

Involved in food distribution seem to exceed those for most other 

commodities -   the effect* of inflation will be felt by everyone, but those 

without regular incomes from cash crops  tend to be hit the hardest.    Secondly, 

.the model assumes that benefits will be distributed fairly equitably in the wider 

area beyond the cane sone.    This depends on the structure of formel and 

informal marketing Institutions, and on the ex Un t of stratification in the wider 

rural society. 

mmmm J 
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In practice,  a minority of entrepreneurs and speculatori is more  likely 

to benefit from such opportunities  than the mass of  small-scale producers 

of surplus food. 

The typical pattern is   therefore one  in which Lie promotion of 

the new cash crop succeeds all   too well.    This  result underscores  the need for 

comprehensive planning in rural development;   it Is not,  of course,  an argument 

against  the introduction of  sugar cane as such.     The question confronting 

planners and policymakers is how to harmonize   the obvious advantages of cane with 

the other requirements of rural populations,  particularly the production of 

adequate supplies' of food. 

Althougt this question has not hitherto commanded great attention 

It seems certain to do so as  the sugar Industry continues to expand  In African 

countries.    The Industry is,  after all, quite young in most of  these countries, 

and Interest in including outgrowers within new projects had development 

coapara tively recently.    The evidence we have reviewed serves as a reminder 

that the introduction of a new cash crop irito peasant areas represents only 

a partial solution to the problem fo development.    To achieve balance and 

diversification in context of growth, an holistic view of the rural economy 

must be  Incorporated into  the planning process. 

IV.    Conclusion 

The main focus of  this paper has been on the difference between 

peasant and plat .ation agriculture in t . sugar industry.    It would    be mis- 

leading to suggest that actual policy-making and project planning require 

complete acceptance of one system and rejection of  the other.    Many recent 

African Sugar projects have combined the two,   in varying proportions.    Several 

examples on the matrix in section I illustrate   this  tendency,  in which outgrowers* 

cans supplements the output from a factory-op« ta ted "nucleus" estate.    Ve may 

briefly review the factors influencing the evolution of policy in this sector. 

As a general observation, it was noted  that   peasant cane-growing 

appear  to be compatible with the developmental goals of African countries.    And 

yet the examples cited in the model of cane supply system» did not exhibit a 

uniform) tendency in favor of outgrowers system.    In two cases, Kanya end Ethiopia, 

the vectors shoved   an increasing reliance on outgrowers   with     (in the short 

run,  at lesst) only partial mechanization of agricultural operations.    In other 

two ceses, Ghana and Egypt,   the possibility of greater mechanisation was 

essoclated with 

BStBl 
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« potentially Urge  role  for plantation-based production.    Although 

space doe«  not permit a proper analysis of all  the relevant factors for each 

country«   ione  tentative conclusions nay be drawn. 

The divergence in policy observed in these cases may be explained 

with reference  to recent experience with the availability of agricultural 

labor.    The   two countries in which further mechanization is being considered 

have encountered labor shortages,  especially in harvesting operations. 

The irony of  this situation,  in which machines are sought  to replace man in  a 

general context of unemployment and und er-employment,   suggests a potential 

conflict between  the successful  continuation of large-scale sugar projects, 

once  they «re established, and   the basic premises of  rural development policy. 

A* the matrix  In Figure 1 demonstrated,  increased mechanization 

connotad a  strengthening of the  plantation sector rather  than the kind of 

decentralisation implicit in.outgrower systems.    In practice, it is difficult 

to make efficient use of mechanical planting and harvesting equipment on every 

small landholdings;  the introduction of such equipment creates pressures and 

incentives  for consolidation    of   the  land areas on which cane is  to be grown. 

At a corollary, we would expect  that the successful establishment and maintenance 

of can« production by peasant farmers would be dependent on the continued 

availability of unskilled manual   labor, whether supplied by growers» families, 

communal work groups, or individuals    hired on a casual basis.    The trends in 

Kenya and Ethipia, as represented on  the matrix, reflect  this assumption. 

Actual decision-making requires a reconciliation of technical and 

situational criteria.   This paper has shown how the ways  in which land and labor 

•ré utilised in  the production of sugar cane represent the outcome of such 

judgements.    The policy-maker must,   in the final «nalysis,   assign weight« to  the 

two sets of criteria! decisions as  to  the socio-economic appropriateness of    a 

particular agricultural system cannot be made independently of  the technical 

considerations affecting  the probable performanoe of   the  Industry.    Hopefully 

this discussion has illuminated  sone of the broader issues  that have been 

implicit rather  than explicit in  the planning of sugar projects in Africa, 

and  that deserve careful attention from decision-makers. 

mmai 
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